The theme for Burning Seed 2014 is…

Imagine:Nation
We acknowledge that Burning Seed
is being held on the traditional
lands of the Wiradjuri people. We
recognise the strength, resilience
and capacity of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people as the
traditional custodians of this land.

Imagination is the wellspring of our creativilisation, with
tributaries reaching far beyond the cradle of playa or paddock.
It is a birthplace of who we are, not where you find us. Though
unbounded by the territory of nation, we are the aggregation of
shared dreams and desires, customs and common descent; we
share the power to imagine forth the today of tomorrow.
And our boundaries are as fluid as the tributaries that feed us.
They flow, grow and reach in an ever-widening delta of others,
pooling together in our Imagine:Nation of connection, creation
and community.
Burning Seed is a participatory event. You don’t have to
be an artist to make art, or a performer to perform, or a
dancer to dance - spontaneous action is encouraged!
Be inspired. Do what you feel. You can create something
too, or join others who are doing the same. Share your
crazy-fun-beautiful self with your Seed community and
let your Imagine:Nation run free.
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Welcome Home

Getting comfortable and being neighbourly at Burning Seed

Information Red Earth Info at Centre
Camp is your first contact point for
Seed-specific questions. It will be
staffed between 11am and 3pm every
day, and there will be information for
you to browse at other times.

wipe baths, and limit meals like pasta
that need water. It’s okay to dump nontoxic grey water on the grass, but NOT
IN THE DAM. Package any remaining
toxic grey water up in the same
containers you bring your water in.

Lost and found Anything found
should be given to Red Earth Info
in Centre Camp, dropped off at the
Greeters Station, or brought to Red
Earth Rangers HQ next to center camp
24 hours a day.

Recycling & waste minimisation

Participation Ours is a society of

Red Earth Radio makes its debut

this year. Tune in for PSAs, along with
interviews and some seriously rad
music! Frequency TBD; operating out of
Camp CBi, they'd love to have visitors.
Drop in and say hello!

Ice sales Ice is the one exception to the
no-commerce rule. It will be
on sale at Centre Camp between
10-11am and 4-5pm daily for $4 bag or
three bags for $10.
Telephone service Mobile coverage

is minimal, and we strongly encourage
you to switch off your phone at Seed. If
you must use your phone, please
be discreet.

Composting Toilets This year we

debut composting toilets! Our provider
can’t wait to cart away the amazing
by-products of your digestive system
and turn it into nourishing goodness
for Mother Earth. It is vital that only
human waste and toilet paper go into
the toilets – no food, tampons/sanitary
products, or any other refuse. Keeping
the portaloos clean and tidy helps
maintain respect for our shared facilities
– the neater YOU help keep them, the
cleaner they will stay.

Grey water is produced from cooking,
dishwashing and body washing.
Minimise your grey water with baby-
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Find a fabulous mug or solid plastic
re-useable cup for drinks and carry it
when you wander. Use a camelback or
refill personal water bottles. Sort your
waste as you go. Be responsible for your
own rubbish.

Sound Burning Seed is dedicated to
radical self-expression, but it is also
dedicated to creating community. This
means we all must find a way to get
along with our neighbours – having a
good time at the expense of ruining
someone else’s experience ain’t cool.
$Neighbours should talk to one another
when sound becomes a problem and
try to resolve the issue through direct
communication. If your neighbour feels
your sound is too loud, you must work
with them to find an acceptable volume.
$Large-scale sound installations MUST
be located on the western side of the
Paddock. They may freely express
themselves there unless community
complaints persist.
$Any unresolved complaints about
excessive sound will become the
concern of the Red Earth Rangers.
$If you intend to use an amplified
audio system at your camp, we
request that you pre-register at
themecamps@burningseed.com

activists. When we see a job that needs
to be done, we roll up our sleeves and
pitch in. There is no ’they‘, only ’us‘. If
you see someone acting irresponsibly,
introduce yourself and speak up.
Don’t be a ’participation snob‘. Just
because someone isn’t costumed or
visibly participating doesn’t mean they
aren’t contributing.

Community Crew Burning Seed has
a dedicated group of community crew
who are here to help. Red Earth Info is
your first point of contact for any event
information and can be found at Centre
Camp. The ARTery manage artworks,
while the Department of Planning
and Infrastructure (DPI) maintain
facilities and infrastructure – you
can connect with them via Centre
Camp. Rangers ensure the safety of the
site and participants. They are your
go-to people if you have a question
or concern, and can be identified
by their high-vis vests. They can be
found roaming the event or at Ranger
HQ next to Centre Camp.We need
community crew members onsite,
before, during and after the event, and
offsite all year round. If you have not
already raised your hand to help prior
to making it to the Paddock, it is not
too late! Check out the crewing page
at www.burningseed.com (under the

PARTICIPATE menu) or come on down
to Centre Camp to chat about how you
can help to make the awesome happen.

Alcohol and illegal substances

Responsible use of alcohol is allowed
for adults. If you are serving alcohol,
it is your responsibility to verify that
the person you are serving is of legal
drinking age (18+). If you have doubts,
ask to see their ID, or don’t serve them.
As with the rest of Australia, Seed
has to follow state and national laws
concerning illegal substances.
The rules apply.

Commerce & corporate
advertising The sale of products and

services is prohibited at Seed. There
is NO participant vending. If you need
a specific item, ask your neighbours.
Confront your own survival. Corporate
advertising is also not allowed.
Participants with rental trucks are
encouraged to cover or decorate logos.
The display or distribution of corporate
banners, corporate logos, giveaway
items, samples and other promotional
paraphernalia is prohibited.

Consent is sexy! Nothing is sexier
than knowing your boundaries – and
someone else’s. ALWAYS ask before
initiating any physical contact such as
touching, hugging, spanking...you get
the idea.
Wanna snap a photo? Ask first, even
if they are naked. Actually, especially
then! If you are asked to delete a photo,
please do so immediately.
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The Ten Principles
Burning Seed is an experiment
in temporary community
Radical Inclusion

Radical Self-reliance

Gifting

Radical
Self-expression

Anyone may be a part of
Burning Man. We welcome
and respect the stranger.
No prerequisites exist for
participation in our community.
Burning Man is devoted to acts of
gift giving. A gift is unconditional.
Gifting does not contemplate
a return or an exchange for
something of equal value.

Decommodification

In order to preserve the spirit of
gifting, our community seeks to
create social environments that
are unmediated by commercial
sponsorships, transactions, or
advertising. We stand ready to
protect our culture from such
exploitation. We resist the
substitution of consumption for
participatory experience.
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Burning Man encourages the
individual to discover, exercise
and rely on his or her inner
resources.

Radical self-expression arises
from the unique gifts of the
individual. No one other than
the individual or a collaborating
group can determine its content.
It is offered as a gift to others.
In this spirit, the giver should
respect the rights and liberties of
the recipient.

Communal Effort

Our community values creative
cooperation and collaboration.
We strive to produce, promote
and protect social networks,
public spaces, works of art, and
methods of communication
that support such interaction.

Its culture is guided by the
ten principles of Burning Man
Civic Responsibility

We value civil society.
Community members who
organize events should assume
responsibility for public welfare
and endeavor to communicate
civic responsibilities to
participants. They must also
assume responsibility for
conducting events in accordance
with local, state and federal laws

Participation

Our community is committed to
a radically participatory ethic.
We believe that transformative
change, whether in the individual
or in society, can occur only
through the medium of deeply
personal participation. We
achieve being through doing.
Everyone is invited to work.
Everyone is invited to play. We
make the world real through
actions that open the heart.

Leaving No Trace

Our community respects the
environment. We are committed
to leaving no physical trace
of our activities wherever
we gather. We clean up after
ourselves and endeavor,
whenever possible, to leave
such places in a better state
than when we found them.

Immediacy

Immediate experience is, in
many ways, the most important
touchstone of value in our
culture. We seek to overcome
barriers that stand between
us and a recognition of our
inner selves, the reality of
those around us, participation
in society, and contact with a
natural world exceeding human
powers. No idea can substitute
for this experience.
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The Artery
AKASKA || Artist: Amber Rose Micklem - #A

Enter the tent; only the stars are visible and the form of the
surrounding space is lost. Be at one with the universe, with infinity,
with a greater power. Explore the unknown and transcend experience.

THE ARDOUR SERIES || Artist: Kate Davis - #B

An investigation of the nature of love through the through
the representation and abstraction of human flesh. Peer into
private, kaleidoscopic viewing chambers and delve into subconscious
yearnings, thoughts and emotions of love.

BODY BANQUET || Artist: Charlie Ahrens - #C

THE FIRE DRAGON || Artist: Glenn - #G

A fiery dragon. This piece will be burned after sunset on Friday night.

FUCK YEAH MICHAEL DOUGLAS || Artist: Jeremy Crocker - #H
Come and get your photo mis/taken with your favourite Hollywood
sleazebag, Mick Douglas!

GEOMETRIC PLAYGROUND || Artist: Bear - #Z

Geometry is the spatial expression of the mathematical framework of
nature to which we are all beholden <<</artwank>>> An illuminated,
geometrically-themed series of sculptures. Triangles and timber, and
fasteners, oh my!"

Come on a sensual, edible adventure through the forest. Make offerings
to living, evolving shrines to sharing, deliciousness, the bounty of
bodies and sensuality. Meet at Kamp Kraken at 15:30 Saturday to
partake.

I DO || Artist: PETER PIRO - #J

THE BRIG || Artist: Phoebe Bondage - #D

LIGHT SEED || Artist: Tim Lathouris - #K

Where HMS Kamp Kraken keeps unsuspecting prisoners. Once inside
good luck getting out.

DOOF TABLE || Artist: Owen Brasier - #E

A sound-sensitive 3D light show made from recycled plywood and led
lighting strips. Heaps doof.

DUALITY FOR THE NEW CONSCIOUSNESS ||
Artist: Aurora Sparkles - #F

The duality of humankind and the masculine and feminine aspects of
our psyche are represented here. Come, ponder our duality and work
to bring human consciousness into balance before the sculpture is
burned on Monday night.
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An art installation dedicated to love, life and following your heart. Its
glowing heart at night is a reminder that home is where the heart is.
Welcome home.
An LED light sculpture constructed mostly from 400 re-used milk
bottles and powered by a single bicycle generator. Ride the bicycle and
illuminate a sculpture inspired by the beauty of Burning Seed’s flames.

MISTER MONSTER || Artist: Kids Camp - #L

A giant articulated mythological creature puppet, “Mr Monster”, has
been designed and brought to life by the children and parents from
Kids Camp this year.

MYTHOLOGICA || Artist: Kids Camp - #M

A giant mythological creature; a mechanical puppet designed and built
by the kids of Burning Seed.
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The Artery
THE PHOENIX || Artists: Danny Popper, Carin Dickson
and the Kamp Kraken Arts Kollective - #N

An ancient myth, born again from the ashes, the Phoenix invites you to
enter its nest and rise anew.

PHOTOGASM EMPORIUM || Artist: Ellen Duffy - #P

Procure a positively pulchritudinous photogasmic present, for your
perfectly paradisiacal and pleasingly pretty persons. Oh the polite yet
preposterous pleasure of this purely peculiar photobooth.

POLAROIDS ON POLES || Artist: Carly - #Q

Watch this piece grow as crewing participants add photos of
themselves contributing to the life, growth and safety of Burning Seed.

QUINTESSENCE || Artist: Phil Smart - #R

An evocative artwork made from wood, flowing fabric panels and metal
noisemakers. Come inside, interact and connect with the fifth, ethereal
element.

SHIT HOT; BURN AND TURN ||
Artists: Samantha Campbell, Magda Liszt, Bes Davies,
Hannah Glennie, Nikki Santos - #T
A pop up catwalk for everyone to strut their stuff on!! EVERYONE IS
SHIT HOT! We invite you to glam up in the change room, there’s a
costume box, make up and everything you need.

STRING THEORY || Artist: Timothy MacLatchy - #U

Whirling vortexes of light dance in a resplendent orgy of colour and
sound. Become mesmerised as light solidifies and matter dissolves or
have a go at the controls and master creating intangible order out of
a fluctuating chaos.

SYNESTHESIA || Artist: Bradley Ogden - #V

Synesthesia is an interactive, flaming, playable instrument.

THE RED CARPET || Artist: Chelsea Brown Tremain

A series of signs to help you navigate your way, to educate, welcome and
inspire you. WELCOME!

RED EARTH RADIO || Artist: Teejay

Burning Seed’s very own pirate radio! RER’s special interest broadcasts
will feature music, spoken word and strange sounds. It’ll be happening
here and there, so tune in to get wired. Swing by RER for the frequency.

SCRAPDRAGON || Artist: Rob Chaos - #S

The Scrapdragon awaits your visit. Come and consider what separates
your now and future selves. Create your own Sacrificial Scale to express
and contain your most unwanted fears, doubts and regrets to leave
behind in the flames.
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Theme Camps
A LITTLE BIT OF MAGIC #46

A space in a circle of trees for workshops and healings that draws upon the
magic of ritual healing and actively provides for magical connection. There
will be a maypole and safe space for children (and big kids!) in the circle.

ALCAZAR RIFFLE #4

A crumbling palace hidden in a forest found only through stumbling
without direction. Through means of qabalistic architectural tech and
various sensory illusory devices, a mystical world correspondent to timeless
esoteric myth is constructed.

ALIEN WELCOMING COMMITTEE #8

CLOUD CUCKOO LAND #3

A kawaii/cutesy/plush-themed camp, our space invites participants to play,
relax, and create. We offer media with which to create things – think duplo,
plasticine, paints and paper and colouring books – with chilled-out ambient
and down tempo beats in the background.

COASTAL BASS INITIATIVE (CBI) #10

A sound camp and hat-tip to the fabled surf clubs of old. Our minds are
tuned to the rhythms of the sea and winds and weather. Our sound is the
underground. Our energy is in the moment. Our love for Mother Earth and
the Universe is strong. Unified respect. Big Love. Big Beats.

Designed to make any alien visitor welcome, AWC provide a friendly party
area with music, good fun and plenty of smiling faces! Expect silliness
and all sorts of sounds, including house, techno, glitch hop, funk, disco,
minimal, psytrance, progressive house, dnb, breaks and the finest of fine
deep dark dubstep.

COCO POCO LOCO #28

BEAN BAG BABYLON #29

CRIMSON TENT #47

BETA STATE – BURNING DRAGON #11

DEJA #21

BLENDING SEED #30

DIRTY BIRDS #31

Not one, not two.. but THREE hand-made geodesic domes make up BBB
- the ultimate b-grade renegade theme camp - warm, welcoming and
opulent with Persian carpets, lush decor, donation bar and a stunning light
show, plus your three favourite things: booze, beats and boobs... BYOC!
An interactive Burning Dragons themed dance experience with laser lighting
and sound technology brought to you by the BFG Soundsystem and friends
from Vic, along with some creative crew from SA and Qld. Offering: morning
coffee, large-scale sonic healing, home brews and jam sessions.
What do you get when you put a seeder, a bike and a blender together? A
fender blender! Welcome to The Blending Seed! Use your legs to power a
bike to make yourself a smoothie. See Events for our hours of power. BYO
ingredients, or use ours. BYOC.
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A renegade bar that has grown into a serious force of fun. This year, CPL
is proud to present its first Art Car(t)! We'll be rolling around with our
mobile sound system, sophisticated light show and homebrew-stocked bar
supplying tunes, drinks and all-round good times.
A women's space for nurturing peaceful energies to heal and grow, to
support women and children, to be heard, to be held, to be here. A quiet
space for women to connect with women, a safe space for breastfeeding
and menstruation. A place to refuel, regenerate and rest.
A space for music of all sorts, we are primarily equipped for live music and
offer Burners the opportunity to perform: whether it's an awesome person
making noise music poetry, or an epic rock extravaganza that turns up on
the night, we invite you to take the stage.
KaKaw! KaKAW!! Come frolic, come PLAY!! We have fun, make art, make
music, make love (hell yea!) and slap the shit out of you (with love of
course). Our camp is an open and ridiculously silly group of Birdies joining
forces from Australia and America.
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Theme Camps
DISCO NEBULA #14

THE ORPHANAGE #34

EVOLVER LOUNGE #24

KAMP KRAKEN #25

We've jammed our space groove from one end of the galaxy to the other,
our spaceship has crashed and we need the power of funk to recharge
our space thrusters. We've built a massive disco dome featuring the finest
funkalicious talent from the northside of Sydney.
A portal into your ultimate living room: a holistic chill space with creative
(and ancient) medicine.

FEASTUREYEZ #23

“Bring out your VEG!” & we'll create the FEAST. This vegetarian venue relies
on your veggie donations. THEN "Bring out ya VAG!" Pucker up, slap on your
pasties & warm up ya wands. Expect sexy slapstick burlesque & magic on
acid. TITILLATING workshops will DISH OUT tasty new talent.

FUNMAKER SILENT DISCO #13

A mobile silent disco spreading happiness and experimenting with new
ways of interacting with the public, Funmaker’s purpose is to compensate
for something missing in our lives: the freedom to dance deliberately, to
be part of something beautiful happening in the world and to express
ourselves freely.

HARDWARE & LAMPLIGHTERS GUILD #37

More than a public utility, the Lamplighters are a symbol of community, of
participation, a clear sign that the day has passed and that evening magic
will soon be upon us. Meanwhile at Hardware we fix things, we break fixed
things, we drink tequila.

A friendly space to camp and visit for first time participants to a Burning
Man Event and Burners travelling from across the world. The orphanage will
host random and planned events. Also home of Red Earth City Talks (RED
Talks) and the Burning Pizza Project.
Kamp Kraken is a collective of eccentrics, creatives, artists, misfits, friends
and lost souls who create a beautiful terrestrial aquatic space to gather,
socialise, chill and party in. We provide sanctuary, healing, workshops,
education, sideshows and fun as our gift to the wider Burner community.

KETTLE TEAHOUSE #36

The Temple’s near where Alice fell. | To Wonderland where secrets dwell.
| Venture down and lose some time. | White gloves on, the china’s fine. |
Extravagant opulent, exquisite game, Bring your friends to the fringe of
sane. | Beware the cake, beware the tea, | For size can change reality | 'The
timeless teaparty'.

KIDS CAMP #45

A base for families and friends providing camping space, shelter, kitchen,
support and activities suitable for all ages. A space where children can
enact Seed principles safely, be met on their own terms, and create a sense
of ownership of the space. Also a host space for collaborations.

KURMARAJA #22

HIGH TEA #43

Kurmaraja (the world turtle) comes from Hindu mythology. Come and
enter the mouth of the giant turtle - inside you’ll find a wonderland of light
and sound and artists performing beautiful music on a high quality sound
system powered (mostly) by the sun.

JASMINE UNDERGROUND #44

MALT SHOP BE BOP HOP ROLLER ARENA #27

An interactive adult's arts camp and play space of workshops,
performances, art supplies and vocal/physical jams and a living gallery!
We have skills to share, and wish to open our space to others to host
workshops during the day. As the sun sets, we present an open stage.
Come and claim it!
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An all-in wild ride of roller skating goodness: we provide a rink and skates to
all comers and help people find/stay on their feet > ***no promises***. We'll
have games, synchronised dances, free skate, jam skating and maybe even
some ramps and other fun sessions.
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Theme Camps
MIDDLE EASTERN MAFIA #16

POLYNATION #40

MINT COUNTRY CLUB #33

PURPLE TURTLE #5

NARGILE TEMPLE #32

QUEERTOPIA #49

Groove on in to our little slice of Middle Eastern anarchy. We’ll keep
the deep house and progressive tunes playing day and night in exotic
surroundings of mystical pleasure. Come and dance or chill and smoke a
Shisha, have a tea or bury yourself in the Persian cushions adorning this
dreamy tent.
The most inclusive country club in the land, MCC specialises in
sophisticated daytime soirees and interactions of a sporty nature with
sublime tunes and classic Country Club hospitality. Enjoy the convivial
surrounds of our clubrooms as you sip your mint and cucumber infused gin
and nibble your cucumber sandwich. GIN GIN.
Nargile Temple is coming at y’all like a freight train full of whips and chains
smelling of beautiful apple Nargile (Shisha) with its smoky goodness
flowing through your veins beating and rhyming with delicious music in one
epic tent! Join us for endless pleasures and joy!

OPTI DOOF GIF ROOM #20
PELICAN VILLA #17

Pelican Collective is a small group of friends from Melbourne who are
passionate about music, art and having fun. Pelican Villa is its sports garden
lounge – a vibrant arena of dance, relaxation, conversation and good vibes.
Come and have a play in the booth and use the space!

PIRAINIA #19

Camp PIRAINIA is an art, workshop and interaction focused theme camp.
We will have workshops on meditation, yoga, body painting, massage,
comedy, origami and a special time travel workshop every day at 4:20! On
Friday at 3pm we will host a wedding so get dressed up and be at PIRAINIA.
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PolyNation is for polyamorous, poly-curious, poly-friendly folk and their
families. A fun and relaxed camp, it offers a range of activities including
discussion groups, cuddle piles, Twister, PolyGeometry, crocheting or
knitting hexagonal pieces to make a beehive blanket, battery-powered
and/or acoustic music and more.
The mysterious Purple Turtle, seen from the outreaches of the minds eye.
An audiovisual exploration of the existential – or just come hang with cool
people and do cool shit. We offer hammocks, visuals and colours.
Bring your sense of wonder and innocence. Perhaps together, we can
find the question.
A chill out space for queer and queer friendly people.

RED EARTH BREWERY #48

We’re back! And thanks to all our fantastic supporters and some new beer
contributors we will be serving at least 24 different beer and cider styles
over three afternoons. RECB beers are all hand-crafted by our brewers using
the finest malt, hops, yeast and water especially for Burning Seed.

SHAKY HANDS #9

A cafe in the bush, providing espresso coffee to all those who are in need
of their ritualistic morning caffeine hit. Come hang and share a chat and
a hug. We’re a mobile bunch, and will go where the coffee hoards and our
need for power allows. Come find us!

SPLASH MANSION #7

Splash Mansion welcomes REC’s dirty hippies, grungy groovers and crusty
burners to get wet with us for one hour every day, when we administer a
refreshing sprinkling of precious H2O. We have luscious Mer-maids and
Mer-men who can administer an enthusiastic scrubbing with a rag-on-astick upon request. Check our sign for open times.
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Theme Camps
SPOONOLOGY #38

The cosiest camp at Burning Seed! It's the place you come to when you
have been running riot around Red Earth City and need some down time.

***STAR SHITTY*** #18

TELEKINETIC CHAIR REPAIR #35

Open the door and enter Red Earth City’s first interactive fun park. Designed
to delight your every sense, it has laser light shows, UV art, interactive
games and more.

The MWA brings to life James Packer's worst nightmare. Craps? We’ve got
it. Awkward magicians? You bet. Scantily clad waiters offering trays of
delicious drinks? The odds are in your favour! Be prepared to feel lucky and
throw your clothes, dance moves, dignity or whatever is in your pockets on
the table.

THE BEST PLACE AT BURNING SEED #39

SUM RHYTHM CITY #12

THE SOUPERY #42

Play, dance, fun, and laugh – SUM of fun entertainment. We’re a crew of
creatives who share new ways of making music/art/performance. We
provide live bands and electronic house, trance, progressive, drum/bass
and reggae DJs. We like to warm up with yoga and sound healer sessions,
and welcome roving performers.

SUNDAY BLOODY MARY #50

A cosy camp nourishing and supporting everyone with Bloody Mary's on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday mornings. We will be serving Sunday Bloody
Mary's with an on-the-spot written compliment tailored to each person. A
little boost on each morning for the body and mind!

SUNSET ISLAND #15

Sunset Island is a celebration of love, light and sound. Our mission is to
infuse awe and wonder while we dance and play. Get shipwrecked at
Sunset, where music as deep as the ocean will carry you on an uplifting
voyage through the day and into the night.

THE MORNING JOINT #26

A live music stage, large space, and performance area. Also a coffee bar
complete with baristas, and a bar.
The Soupery is brand new but our love is old. Follow your nose for
fresh baked bread and lettuce. Warm your both sides with comfort and
nourishment lovingly ladled daily. BYOC.

THE THRESHOLD #41

Climb over The Threshold and take a journey within to find what you wish
to shift. Celebrate the new and let go of what no longer serves you through
creative expression and personal transformation. Prepare an offering for
the Temple burn, free your authentic self, or gift your healing services.

TRASH MANSION #6

The Trash Mansion crew has returned for our fifth consecutive year!
The doors of our grand old home are always open. Savour our flavoursome
brews and potent cocktails. Experience the ecstatic ambience created
by talented live musical performers. Come get trashy with us in our
beloved mansion.

SWING DOG CIRCUS #2

Roll up, roll up for the greatest show on earth! Our psychedelic circus
performance and sound camp will keep you gyrating rhythmically to sweet
sounds of electro-swing, Gypsy, circus-step, house and more. Step right
up for tantalising circus-inspired activities, workshops and big top shows.
Weird, wacky and wonderfully warm!
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Events

[R] Indicates a repeating event
BYOC = Bring Your Own Cup

OCCASIONAL
RED EARTH RADIO

Red Earth Radio’s special interest broadcasts will
feature music, spoken word and strange sounds. It’ll
be happening here and there, so tune in to get wired!
Swing by RER for the frequency.

Bird, Bikes
& Battle @
MORNING JOINT

Fix up your ride in Bird's bike workshop, perhaps even
score a free bicycle, and enjoy friendly banter with
Bird. Open at various times during the week, check
board at front of Morning Joint.

WEDNESDAY 1 OCTOBER
ALL DAY || Burgin Dusting
ON THE ROAD BETWEEN
THE ORPHANAGE AND
MCC [R]

A workshop introducing first time Burners
to dust, dusting and even more dust...
everyone.

DAWN-DUSK ||
Daytime Playtime @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Super fun party times in the sunshine,
completed with tasty house, tech & wobbly
tunage + laid back BAR service, games,
frisbee & smiles a plenty!!

07-08:00 ||
Breakfast of Champions @
RED EARTH RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.

12-16:00 ||
Beats and Bubbles @
KURMARAJA [R]

Afternoon chill-out sessions in the world
turtle.

12-13:00 || Yoga @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

Join in every midday for epically fun yoga
sessions with Jaci at Camp Pirainia!
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WEDNESDAY 1 OCTOBER
13:00 || Make Musical
Instruments @ KIDS KAMP

Make and decorate hand drums, shakers
and lagerphones.

13:00 || Wool Weaving @
KIDS KAMP

Make some woven decorations for your
camp! Make God's Eyes or weave a
DreamCatcher.

14:00 || Maypole @
KIDS CAMP

Come sing and dance a merry circle around
the Maypole.

15-17:00 || First Night
Frosties @ALIEN
WELCOMING COMMITTEE

In keeping with our name, we’ll be hosting
all for bevvies, BBQs and beats with a
laid back vibe to enable everyone to feel
welcome and get to know each other.

17-18:00 || Raising of the
Tower of Volition @ THE
GEOMETRIC PLAYGROUND
>>> ACROSS FROM
MEDICAL/RANGERS HQ

60+ people are required to pull this monster
upright. Take a break from setting up your
camp to lend a hand with the second largest
erection on the Paddock.

SUNSET ||
Super-soft opening @
BEAN BAG BABYLON [R]

We welcome you in various states of readiness
at the BBB dome as we greet old friends and
welcome new ones to the paddock. Who
doesn't love a nice soft opening?

20-00:00 ||
Giant Jenga Competition
@ TRASH MANSION

A super fantastic, action-packed night,
bringing some of the greatest international
Jenga stars for the ultimate display of
sportsmanship and skill in this epic
tournament.
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THURSDAY 2 OCTOBER
ALL DAY || Burgin Dusting
ON THE ROAD BETWEEN
THE ORPHANAGE AND
MCC [R]

A workshop introducing first time Burners
to dust, dusting and even more dust...
everyone.

09-10:00 || Hotel Unipig
Breakfast Cook-up @
KAMP KRAKEN [R]

Hotel Unipig returns to the paddock with
delicious bacon delights providing a
scrumptious start to your day. There will be
veggie options too.

ALL DAY ||
Tutu Tuesday on Thursday

A day to celebrate the divine tutu.
Wear your tutu proudly everywhere all day...
all week even!

09-12:00 ||
Make a Giant Bunyip
Puppet @ KIDS CAMP [R]

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Beerbar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Our staples of yeast and head. The beer bar
will serve a variety of our very own creations.
Serving at night and at select times during
the day.

Imagine, design, contribute, build, make,
decorate and operate an amazing Bunyip.
It's going to lead the parade before the Effigy
burns on Saturday.

09-10:00 || Mobility
Mornings with Melody @
MINT COUNTRY CLUB [R]

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Picklebar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

The revered Picklebar returns. Serving
a variety of get-you-going shots and a
delicious variety of cocktails each night, and
at select times during the day.

Spend hours at a desk in the default world?
Can't move too well? Learn how to open
up your body, stretch your limbs, feel
comfortable and reduce pain or aches.

09-14:00 ||
Shaky Hands Coffee @
CENTRE CAMP

DAWN-DUSK ||
Daytime Playtime @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Super fun party times in the sunshine,
completed with tasty house, tech & wobbly
tunage + laid back BAR service, games,
frisbee & smiles a plenty!!

Remedy or be ready for some shaky hands!
Shaky Hands Coffee will get you all the way
to the center, seriously! Come enjoy a fine
cup 'o joe at the Shaky Hands Coffee Cart!

10-11:00 || Morning
Meditation @ THE
THRESHOLD [R]

07-08:00 ||
Breakfast of Champions @
RED EARTH RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.

Greet the Red Earth day with a guided
meditation. We’re a small space; room may
be limited. Bring a rug or cushion for your
comfort, if possible.

08:00-ish ||
Sparkles’ Storytime >>>
MEET AT KIDS CAMP [R]

Morning stories of the Earth. Introducing the
notion of Duality to our future burners. Child
friendly. Meet at Kids Camp then walk to the
Duality Effigy.=

10:00-NOON ||
Ranger Training @
CENTRE CAMP

Rangers and Medics are regular Burners, just
with a little extra training and a radio. Join
Bear and Ranger Rick and become part of
the team!

11-11:45 ||
Em for Music Magic @
THE SOUPERY [R]

Kids’ music session with Snow White and
Dopey for ages 1-6. Come with mum or
dad and join in the songs and instrument
playing, dancing and musical fun.
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THURSDAY 2 OCTOBER
ALL DAY || Burgin Dusting
ON THE ROAD BETWEEN
THE ORPHANAGE AND
MCC [R]

A workshop introducing first time Burners
to dust, dusting and even more dust...
everyone.

ALL DAY ||
Tutu Tuesday on Thursday

A day to celebrate the divine tutu.
Wear your tutu proudly everywhere all day...
all week even!

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Beerbar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Our staples of yeast and head. The beer bar
will serve a variety of our very own creations.
Serving at night and at select times during
the day.

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Picklebar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

The revered Picklebar returns. Serving
a variety of get-you-going shots and a
delicious variety of cocktails each night, and
at select times during the day.

DAWN-DUSK ||
Daytime Playtime @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Super fun party times in the sunshine,
completed with tasty house, tech & wobbly
tunage + laid back BAR service, games,
frisbee & smiles a plenty!!

07-08:00 ||
Breakfast of Champions @
RED EARTH RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.

08:00-ish ||
Sparkles’ Storytime >>>
MEET AT KIDS CAMP [R]

Morning stories of the Earth. Introducing the
notion of Duality to our future burners. Child
friendly. Meet at Kids Camp then walk to the
Duality Effigy.

12-16:00 ||
Beats and Bubbles @
KURMARAJA [R]

Afternoon chill-out sessions in the world
turtle.
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12-15:00 ||
Pancakes and J-Pop @
CLOUD CUCKOO LAND [R]

Come visit our maid cafe for a dose of
strawberry pancakes, or just to hang with
the plushies and groove to J-Pop!

12-13:00 || Yoga @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

Join in every midday for epically fun yoga
sessions with Jaci at Camp Pirainia!

13-15:00 || Story Hours @
NARGILE TEMPLE

An afternoon of storytelling, poetry and live
music with Turkish apple tea and nargile
(shisha). Join us to share your thoughts,
experiences and creative juices.

13:00 || Vogue-a-thon
– ‘Having it, giving it,
working it’@ SHIT HOT;
BURN AND TURN

A workshop to free your inner FABULOUS.
No one is sexier, fiercer or fresher than YOU,
so bring your killer poses, over the top
confidence and above all ATTITUDE. On this
catwalk anything goes.

13-15:00 ||
Wee Wildings Bop Fest
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE

Alien Welcoming Committee/Kids Camp/
all ages. Share the joy of movement, rhythm
and beats – frolic free at AWC – soccer and
frisbee.

14:00 || Dream/Wish Doll
Making @ KIDS CAMP

Craft your own doll full of your secret
dreams to keep you company in your tent.

14-15:45 ||
Meet the Minters @
MINT COUNTRY CLUB

Pop in for a GIN. Practice your swing, get
friendly with the clubhouse courses, tables,
and the Minters! Wear Green be seen.

14:00 ||
Sketch Club @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Art lovers, come and be enamoured with an
earlobe, enraptured by a nipple, entranced
by the contour of an elbow. Materials and
life models provided.
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THURSDAY 2 OCTOBER
14-15:00 ||
Songs from the Hat @
KAMP KRAKEN

A sing-a-long long long long. Everyone puts
five songs into a hat. We draw a song out and
everyone plays and sings that song together.
Repeat until happy. Bring instruments.

14:00 for departure 14:15
The Tutu Tuesday on
Thursday Grand Parade >>
MEET AT CENTRE CAMP

The grandest parade of tutus ever. We’ll
gather at Centre Camp and then parade the
paddock to crash whatever is going on!

14:30 ||
Kids Pool Party! @
SPLASH MANSION

Get wet! Bring your water pistols! Slip n'
Slide! Kids take over Splash Mansion for an
afternoon cool down after our junior doofer
at AWC.

14:30 || Soccer @
TRASH MANSION

La Copa del Trash, a football tournament for
all skill and passion levels. Also featuring the
"Pantalon d'Or" trophy for best-dressed player.

14:45 || Kids Yoga @
KIDS CAMP [R]

Stretch, relax and energise, ready for the
Welcome to Country with this session
designed for kids of all ages!!

15-16:30 ||
Dance in the Hills @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

With guidance to deeper awareness through
breathe and stimulation of energy flow.
Dynamic music and sounds will assist you
to experience the diversity of flow whilst
collectively celebrating life!

16:00:

WELCOME TO COUNTRY

@ WELCOME TO COUNTRY FIREPIT
Uncle Chappy from the local Wiradjuri people gives a Welcome to Country.
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17:00-LATE || Blissful Beats
and Cocktails @
SUNSET ISLAND [R]

Get shipwrecked at Sunset, where the music as
deep as the ocean, will carry you on an uplifting
voyage through the day and into the night!

17-18:00 ||
Spontaneous Choir @
CENTRE CAMP

Soulful improvisations in voice and simple
choreography. It works with crowds of all
sizes; the bigger the better. No amplification
or other props necessary.

17:30 || Fire Enclave Meetup @ FIRE ENCLAVE (MINT
COUNTRY CLUB) [R]

To Fire play @ Seed you must first attend a
fire meeting @ Fire Enclave. Bring your gear,
wet towel & fiery heart to Fire Play.

18:00 || Fire Breathing ~
Science and Safety ~ @
Fire Enclave (MCC)

With practice, even the mundane can
become masters of Air and Fire. Learn safe,
repeatable techniques to undertake this
sensational art form. Tools and fuel provided.

18-19:00 ||
Nerdy and Nautical @
KAMP KRAKEN

A series of short talks by experts on all things
nautical and nerdy, from sailing across the
Pacific to the sex lives of octopuses.

SUNSET ||
Urban Turban @
BEAN BAG BABYLON [R]

Join us for our signature brand of low-slung
beats, sumptuous decor, dazzling lights, and
a fully stocked donations bar. BYOC, dress
in your finest turban/headpiece, and let us
spoil your ears, eyes, and hearts!

SUNSET-MORNING ||
Funmaker Silent Disco >>>
You choose [R]

Three channels of all kinds of music. Get
your headphones and dance wherever you
want. Everywhere is a dancefloor! Bring your
art or DJ with us.

SUNSET-EARLY HOURS
|| Shell Shocked @
KURMARAJA [R]

Blasting music and blinding light at
Kurmaraja.
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THURSDAY 2 OCTOBER

FRIDAY 3 OCTOBER

Events

18:00-LATE ||
Thursday Night @
TRASH MANSION

Our first big night will host live acts
including Horns of Pan, Frank Sultana,
Tristan Haze, Jessy Wadeson, and DJs
include Rennie and Phattt Blastahhh!!!

ALL DAY || Burgin
Dusting >>> ON THE
ROAD BETWEEN THE
ORPHANAGE AND MCC [R]

A workshop introducing first time Burners
to dust, dusting and even more dust...
everyone.

SUNSET-LATE ||
Welcome to our House @
PELICAN VILLA

After the Welcome to Country, come make
some new friends and join us for a drink and
a dance. House music vibes all night long!

ALL DAY ||
Open Decks @
PELICAN VILLA [R]

You’re invited to make some noise in the
Villa. Bring your CDs, USBs or vinyl. Pop
round for some fun and to organise a time.

19:30-LATE ||
Kaftanopia
@ CBI

Indulge in the most fashion forward event
of Burning Seed 2014. Funky Middle Eastern
musik and men in dresses. Dress code:
strictly kaftan. Underwear: optional.

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Beerbar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Our staples of yeast and head. The beer bar
will serve a variety of our very own creations.
Serving at night and at select times during
the day.

19:30-LATE || Kids’ Cinema
@ KIDS CAMP

Double feature – all welcome. The first film
will be suitable for infants and children;
the second for primary aged. Popcorna-plenty!!

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Picklebar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

The revered Picklebar returns. Serving
a variety of get-you-going shots and a
delicious variety of cocktails each night, and
at select times during the day.

20:30-22:30 || Art
Appreciation Walk >>>
MEET AT CAMP PIRAINA

Join a band of adventurers for a night time
tour of the art of Burning Seed.

DAWN-DUSK ||
Daytime Playtime @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Super fun party times in the sunshine,
completed with tasty house, tech & wobbly
tunage + laid back BAR service, games,
frisbee & smiles a plenty!!

07-08:00 ||
Breakfast of Champions @
RED EARTH RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.

08-11:00 ||
Deepwater Half Ultra >>>
MEET AT THE GATE

Burning Seed 25km fun run. Bring a snack,
some water and your fortitude as we
hoof our way around the Matong Forest
Perimeter. Meet at The Gate on Deepwater
Road (where you entered Red Earth City).
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FRIDAY 3 OCTOBER
08:00-ish ||
Sparkles’ Storytime >>>
MEET AT KIDS CAMP [R]

Morning stories of the Earth. Introducing the
notion of Duality to our future burners. Child
friendly. Meet at Kids Camp then walk to the
Duality Effigy.

09-10:00 || BBQ Buddies
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Come and enjoy a feast, with both meaty
treats and vegie delights (cooked on
separate BBQs). Make friends, make merry
and enjoy the rejuvenation feast!

09-10:00 || Hotel Unipig
Breakfast Cook-up @
KAMP KRAKEN [R]

Hotel Unipig returns to the paddock with
delicious bacon delights providing a
scrumptious start to your day. There will be
veggie options too.

09:00-NOON ||
Make a Giant Bunyip
Puppet @ KIDS CAMP [R]

Imagine, design, contribute, build, make,
decorate and operate an amazing Bunyip.
It's going to lead the parade before the Effigy
burns on Saturday.

10:00-14:00 ||
Coco Poco Locomotive @
THE PADDOCK [R]

Coco Poco Loco brings you beats and
booze around the Paddock. Featuring our
renowned home-grown DJs and our best
homebrewed beer and cider.

10-11:00 || Hour of Power
@ BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a smoothie using
pedal power!

10-11:00 ||
Morning Meditation @
THE THRESHOLD [R]

Greet the Red Earth day with a guided
meditation. We’re a small space; room may
be limited. Bring a rug or cushion for your
comfort, if possible.
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10-11:00 || Struggle Brunch
@ CENTRE CAMP

It's Friday. You're probably struggling. Enjoy
some Struggle Brunch: mimosas, pancakes
and French toast, all courtesy of the Struggle
Bus. BYO plates, cups and cutlery, strugglers!
Featuring a guest appearance by Candaché.

MID-MORNING ||
Mid-morning Musing @
KURMARAJA [R]

Lets talk about what inspires us, or read a
poem, maybe tell a story?

11-11:30 || Dance Dance
Qi Gong @ KAMP KRAKEN

Good morning! Qi Gong movement exercises
for vitality and body awareness, to music. No
food an hour before to prepare your body.

11:00 || Dub Yoga @
EVOLVER LOUNGE [R]

Come and wake up your spine with some
deep wobbles and the West's favoured
energetic discipline.

11-11:45 || Em for Music
Magic @ THE SOUPERY [R]

Kids’ music session with Snow White and
Dopey for ages 1-6. Come with mum or
dad and join in the songs and instrument
playing, dancing and musical fun.

11-11:30 || How to Brew
One Tonne of Beer @
TRASH MANSION

A brief talk on the nature of beer and our
brewing process. Homebrewers, bring your
own homebrew to share. BYOC.

11-13:00 || Meet Your Local
Regional Contact (RC)

What the heck does a Burning Man RC
do? Who are these strange and magical
creatures? How can they support your local
Burner community? Let's figure it out!

12-16:00 || Beats and
Bubbles @ KURMARAJA [R]

Afternoon chill-out sessions in the world
turtle.
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FRIDAY 3 OCTOBER
12:00-SUNSET-LATE ||
Day Party
@ SUNSET ISLAND

We know how to party!!! Get tropical and join
the Sunset Island crew for an afternoon of
beats, beach games, and of course cocktails!

12:00-ish ||
Feeling Lucky Punk?
@ KIDS CAMP

Haircut? Come and face Jo's clippers for a
punk do!! Punk your shirt – bring a black
t-shirt and transform it into wearable art! For
'kids' of all ages.

12-15:00 ||
Pancakes and J-Pop @
CLOUD CUCKOO LAND [R]

Come visit our maid cafe for a dose of
strawberry pancakes, or just to hang with
the plushies and groove to J-Pop!

12-13:00 || Pilates @
KAMP KRAKEN [R]

Get warmed up, energised and limber;
prepared for this day of choose-your-ownadventure!

12-15:00 || Studio Mansion
Recording Sessions @
TRASH MANSION

An afternoon of experimentation and
collective songwriting. Collaborate with others
to record original songs to be played later
through the Trash Mansion sound system.

12:00-LATE ||
The Dragon Ball @ BETA
STAGE – BURNING DRAGON

Presenting our Dragon Masquerade Ball.
Bring out all your comical, crazy and exotic
masks and outfits! For it will be a ball of
extraordinary extravagance.

12-13:00 || Yoga @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

Join in every midday for epically fun yoga
sessions with Jaci at Camp Pirainia!

13:00-ish || Music! @
KIDS CAMP

Join Teirnan for a silly, high energy, interactive
musical performance suitable for littler kids up
to school age - also signed in AUSLAN.

13-13:30 ||
Upgraded Meditation @
KAMP KRAKEN

Ten minutes of movement, 20 minutes of
stillness.
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13-16:00 || RED Talks @
CENTRE CAMP

Inspiring and imaginative talks and
performances by members of your
community that expand on the 2014
Burning Seed theme IMAGINE:NATION.

14-15:00 ||
Demonic Clowning @
EVOLVER LOUNGE

Delve deep into yourself and dredge up your
emotional shit! Smear it on the walls for
entertainment! Laugh at the twisted pain
that is your life story!

14:00 || Sketch Club @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Art lovers, come and be enamoured with an
earlobe, enraptured by a nipple, entranced
by the contour of an elbow. Materials and
life models provided.

14:30 || REC Bushwalk and
Ecosystem Chat >>>
MEET AT CENTRE CAMP [R]

Hey nature lovers! Join Jo and Ash as they
guide you on a walk/talk showcasing the
native flora of Matong State Forest.

14-18:00/UNTIL THE BEER
RUNS OUT || Happy Hour @
RED EARTH CITY BREWERY

Come and sample from 12 of our best
handcrafted beers and ciders, brewed
especially for Burning Seed 2014. BYOC.

14-16:00 ||
Human Chess
@ TRASH MANSION

The subjects of the Kingdom of Seed will
battle it out on a checkered board, armed
with and foam swords. The chess pieces will
all be human: YOU!

15:00-16:30 ||
Earth Medicine Workshop
@ EVOLVER LOUNGE

In this workshop we'll communicate with the
nature spirits and work energetically with the
earth and the elements to create healing and
encourage cooperation with them.

15:30 || Kids Yoga @
KIDS CAMP [R]

Stretch, relax and energise, ready for the
evening with this session designed for kids
of all ages!!
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FRIDAY 3 OCTOBER
16:00-LATE ||
Blissful Beats and
Cocktails @ SUNSET
ISLAND [R]

Get shipwrecked at Sunset, where the music
as deep as the ocean, will carry you on an
uplifting voyage through the day and into
the night!

16:00-THE END ||
Fluro Forest Party @
FLURO FLAGGED TOTEM
POLE OF A TREE SKY HIGH

HeART Tribe presents FRIDAY FLURO &
FOREST FIESTA! Cocktails, raw treats, sexy
peeps, beats and costume defeats. Wear your
fluros, black light attire and get painted!

17-00:00 || The Wedding
of Nancy Xi & Peter Piro
@ CENTRE CAMP

Come join Piraninia's finest and celebrate
the Seed wedding of a lifetime! The dress
theme is traditional Chinese. The party will
have great music, lighting, entertainment,
drinks and more!

17-18:00 || Hour of Cocktail
Power @ BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a cocktail
smoothie using pedal power!

DUSK-DAWN || Wagga Dugga
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Once the sun sets, aliens come out to play!
Techno, Psytrance, Brixton House, Acid House,
DnB, Dark Dubstep, Jungle on the big rig!

18-19:00 ||
BBQ Buddies @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Come and enjoy a feast, with both meaty
treats and vegie delights (cooked on
separate BBQs). Make friends, make merry
and enjoy the rejuvenation feast!

18:00 (NO LATE COMERS) ||
Women’s Circle @
THE CRIMSON TENT

A safe, sacred space for sharing. Recognise
and release what we no longer need to
make space to draw positivity and duality
into our lives. Women only.

SUNSET ||
Capes, Cloaks and Corsets
@ BEAN BAG BABYLON [R]

Babylon's signature brand of low-slung
beats, sumptuous decor, dazzling lights,
fully stocked donations bar and tittilating
shows. BYOC, dress in your finest - let's rip!
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SUNSET-MORNING ||
Funmaker Silent Disco >>>
You choose [R]

Three channels of all kinds of music. Get
your headphones and dance wherever you
want. Everywhere is a dancefloor! Bring your
art or DJ with us.

SUNSET-EARLY HOURS
|| Shell Shocked @
KURMARAJA [R]

Blasting music and blinding light at
Kurmaraja.

THE FIRE DRAGON BURNS
19:00 ||
Aerial Silks Performance
@ THE PHOENIX

Last year Sammy performed the rise of the
Phoenix, this year she will fly under the
Phoenix. Come and watch a spectacular,
death defying aerial performance then join
the march to Kamp Kraken's Utopia party.

19:00 || Circus @
SWING DOG CIRCUS

Roll up to the greatest show on earth! We’ll
unleash the gypsy animals and crack the
electro-swing whip for a night of utter wacky
goodness.

19:00 || Fire Breathing ~
Practice Makes Perfect ~ @
FIRE ENCLAVE (MCC)

Come put in some more time perfecting the
art of fire breathing. Participation requires
previous experience or attendance in
Thursday's studies. Tools and fuel provided.

19:00 || Kids’ Cinema @
KIDS CAMP

Single feature - suitable for ALL AGES.

19-21:00 ||
Workshops @
NARGILE TEMPLE

A series of workshops prior to our infamous
play night. Join us to learn more about
spanking, bondage rope art and many more
sensual aspects of kink and fetish.
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FRIDAY 3 OCTOBER

Saturday 4 OCTOBER

Events

20:00-LATE ||
Alottah Whompah
@ CBI

It's Friday and you're not at work. Celebrate
all that is whompy with us as we salute
glitchy bass music.

ALL NIGHT ||
Hammock Land @
PURPLE TURTLE [R]

We have a range of different visuals to stimulate
your mind while your body rests…or perhaps
sky blue and starlight is more your style.

20:00- || Dragon Burn >>>
MEET AT KIDS CAMP

Meet then head up to the Dragon Burn
performance. Wear your best animal onesie or
forest folk costume and participate in the show.

A workshop introducing first time Burners to
dust, dusting and even more dust.

20:00-SUNRISE ||
Friday Night @
TRASH MANSION

Our big live music night! Live acts include
Frank Sultana and the Sinister Kids, Solar
Cell, Andy Golledge Horns of Pan. DJs include
Phatt Blastahhh! Rennie and Riggers.

ALL DAY || Burgin
Dusting >>> ON THE
ROAD BETWEEN THE
ORPHANAGE AND MCC [R]
SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Beerbar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

20:00-LATE ||
Utopia @
KAMP KRAKEN

The kraken is rising for one night only; come
and create a utopian evening of tentacular
delights with us. DJs, performances, gifting
bar. BYOC.

Our staples of yeast and head. The beer bar
will serve a variety of our very own creations.
Serving at night and at select times during
the day.

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Picklebar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

21-23:00 ||
Play Night @
NARGILE TEMPLE

Experience kinks and fetishes in a warm
and welcoming environment facilitated by
people who are masters/mistresses in their
domain. Tap in to your hidden desires.

The revered Picklebar returns. Serving
a variety of get-you-going shots and a
delicious variety of cocktails each night, and
at select times during the day.

DAWN-DUSK ||
Daytime Playtime @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Super fun party times in the sunshine,
completed with tasty house, tech & wobbly
tunage + laid back BAR service, games,
frisbee & smiles a plenty!!

ALL DAY || Open Decks @
PELICAN VILLA [R]

You’re invited to make some noise in the
Villa. Bring your CDs, USBs or vinyl. Pop
round for some fun and to organise a time.

07-08:00 ||
Breakfast of Champions @
RED EARTH RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.
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Saturday 4 OCTOBER
08:00-ish ||
Sparkles’ Storytime >>>
MEET AT KIDS CAMP [R]

Morning stories of the Earth. Introducing the
notion of Duality to our future burners. Child
friendly. Meet at Kids Camp then walk to the
Duality Effigy.

09-10:00 || BBQ Buddies
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Come and enjoy a feast, with both meaty
treats and vegie delights (cooked on
separate BBQs). Make friends, make merry
and enjoy the rejuvenation feast!

09-10:00 || Hotel Unipig
Breakfast Cook-up @
KAMP KRAKEN [R]

Hotel Unipig returns to the paddock with
delicious bacon delights providing a
scrumptious start to your day. There will be
veggie options too.

09:00-NOON ||
Make a Giant Bunyip
Puppet @ KIDS CAMP [R]

Imagine, design, contribute, build, make,
decorate and operate an amazing Bunyip.
It's going to lead the parade before the Effigy
burns tonight.

09-10:00 || Mobility
Mornings with Melody @
MINT COUNTRY CLUB [R]

Spend hours at a desk in the default world?
Can't move too well? Learn how to open
up your body, stretch your limbs, feel
comfortable and reduce pain or aches.

10:00-14:00 ||
Coco Poco Locomotive @
THE PADDOCK [R]

Coco Poco Loco brings you beats and
booze around the Paddock. Featuring our
renowned home-grown DJs and our best
homebrewed beer and cider.

10-11:00 || Hour of Power
@ BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a smoothie using
pedal power!

MID-MORNING ||
Mid-morning Musing @
KURMARAJA [R]
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Lets talk about what inspires us, or read a
poem, maybe tell a story?

10-11:00 ||
Morning Meditation @
THE THRESHOLD [R]

Greet the Red Earth day with a guided
meditation. We’re a small space; room may
be limited. Bring a rug or cushion for your
comfort, if possible.

10-14:00 || Purple Turtle
Café @ PURPLE TURTLE –
HAMMOCK LAND [R]

Pour-over drip coffee pick-me-up for after a
big night in the paddock.

10:00-NOON || Saturday
Bloody Mary’s @
SUNDAY BLOODY MARY’S
[R]

Burners, step back into a more civilised
time where Bloody Mary’s are served with
a tailor-made compliment to give you the
morning boost you deserve!

11:00 || Dub Yoga @
EVOLVER LOUNGE [R]

Come and wake up your spine with some
deep wobbles and the West's favoured
energetic discipline.

11-11:30 || Four Minds
– Moving Meditation @
KAMP KRAKEN [R]

A quiet start to the day after Kamp Kraken's
Utopia Party (Friday night), slowly moving
our energy around our bodies, exploring our
four minds.

12-16:00 || Beats and
Bubbles @ KURMARAJA [R]

Afternoon chill-out sessions in the world
turtle.

12-18:00 ||
Classic Sports Day @
MINT COUNTRY CLUB

An afternoon of raucous racquets, pumping
clubhouse tunes. Live Performances uniting
three global DJs: Simon Slieker; Halo;
Cybersnake/Robert.

MIDDAY-14:00 ||
Open for Inspection @
BEAN BAG BABYLON

If you’ve ever wondered what goes into
building a theme camp here’s your chance
to find out. We share what we’ve learned
along our way in creating the Babylon,
behemoth, our accidental theme camp.
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Saturday 4 OCTOBER
12:00-EFFIGY BURN ||
Dance of Dust @
MIDDLE EASTERN MAFIA

Let's dance to the end of love! MEM sexy
crew, shisha, sweets, umbrellas, crazy hats,
happy tech & prog house, visuals... what else
do you need?

14-16:00 || Men's Lodge ~
Balance and the
Divine Feminine @
THE CRIMSON TENT

Connect with the Divine Feminine through
centered, facilitated, explorative discourse.
Our Goddess-Sisters honor us with their
Crimson Tent as a sacred space to meet.

12-14:00 ||
Flavour Tripping @
IN FRONT OF
BEAN BAG BABYLON

Come on a flavour-tripping journey and
experience how a magical African berry can
change your taste buds by creating sweet
flavours from sour foods.

14-18:00/UNTIL THE
BEER RUNS OUT ||
Pre-Burn Happy Hour @
RED EARTH CITY BREWERY

Get in the mood for the big burn with some
of our strongest beers. Choose from 12 of
our hand crafted beers and ciders. BYOC.

12-13:00 || Free Thinkiners
Booze-fueled Debate Hour
@ TRASH MANSION

Bring a shot glass (we provide the vodka) and
whittle away the world’s problems. The Trash
Master will adjudicate as the booze flows!

14:00 || Sketch Club @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Art lovers, come and be enamoured with an
earlobe, enraptured by a nipple, entranced
by the contour of an elbow. Materials and
life models provided.

12-13:00 || Yoga @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

Join in every midday for epically fun yoga
sessions with Jaci at Camp Pirainia!

13-14:00 || Adore-a-Burgin
MAP (Mass Adoration
Party) @ THE ORPHANAGE

Adore your very own first time Burner
virgin! Adopt one of ours or bring your own.
Burgins, come and be adored and adopted!
Everyone will get a special certificate.

14-15:00 ||
Wooden Spoon Massage
@ KAMP KRAKEN

Feeling knotty? Bring your favourite kitchen
cutlery and get the badness stirred, slapped
and spooned out of you. Come with a
partner, or find one here.

13:00 ||
Bird Creation Session @
KIDS CAMP

Create a gorgeous bird costume/character
with wings, beaks and crests to decorate.
Chirpy helpers will help you perfect your
birds walk, talk and take-offs for the Effigy
parade.

15-16:00 ||
Cartwheel Competition @
TRASH MANSION

A yearly Trash Mansion ritual! A panel
of judges will give scores, with the best
cartwheels receiving cocktails of their
choice. This is a no shirt-cocking event.

13:00 ||
Paddy Bogwash Sings @
KIDS CAMP

Kids, come sing-a-long and hear the blues!
Murder ballads, love gone wrong, whiskey,
trouble and sorrow!

15-16:30 ||
Dance in the Hills @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

With guidance to deeper awareness through
breathe and stimulation of energy flow.
Dynamic music and sounds will assist you
to experience the diversity of flow whilst
collectively celebrating life!

14:00 || Fire Enclave
Meet-up @ FIRE ENCLAVE
(MINT COUNTRY CLUB) [R]

To Fire play @ Seed you must first attend a
fire meeting @ Fire Enclave. Bring your gear,
wet towel & fiery heart to Fire Play.

15:00 || String, String,
String! @ KIDS CAMP

Learn how to tie basic knots and other fun
uses for STRING! Rope provided.

15:30-17:00 ||
Body Banquets >>>
MEET AT KAMP KRAKEN

Treasure hunt in small groups through the
forest to find four naked bodies serving up
an adventure through taste.
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Saturday 4 OCTOBER
15:30 || Kids Yoga @
KIDS CAMP

Stretch, relax and energise, ready for the
evening with this session designed for kids
of all ages!!

15:30-LATE ||
Saturday Ear Candy @
NARGILE TEMPLE

Join us on a musical journey. Chunked
out low-slung electronica and more with
Fatty Acid, Igor Mckrautwog and guests. An
afternoon of delightful beats and tunes!

16:00-LATE ||
Blissful Beats and
Cocktails @
SUNSET ISLAND [R]

Get shipwrecked at Sunset, where the music
as deep as the ocean, will carry you on an
uplifting voyage through the day and into
the night!

16-18:00 ||
Trashy Karaoke @
TRASH MANSION

We have thousands of songs for you to
choose from. So come in like a wrecking ball
and let love lift us up where we belong!!

17-18:00 ||
Hour of Cocktail Power @
BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a cocktail
smoothie using pedal power!

DUSK-DAWN ||
Wagga Dugga @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Once the sun sets, aliens come out to play!
Techno, Psytrance, Brixton House, Acid
House, DnB, Dark Dubstep, Jungle on the
big rig!

18-19:00 ||
BBQ Buddies @
ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Come and enjoy a feast, with both meaty
treats and vegie delights (cooked on
separate BBQs). Make friends, make merry
and enjoy the rejuvenation feast!
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18:00-LATE ||
Saturday Night @
TRASH MANSION

Liven up Saturday night at Trash in 90's
extravagance! Come get giddy before the
Burn with some very special cocktails, shots,
and live acts.

THE EFFIGY BURNS
WHEN THE EFFIGY BURNS
|| Fire Breathing ~ Perform
on Burn Night ~ @ Fire
Enclave (MCC)

Want to put your skills on display? Contact
Fire Enclave for expressions of interest.

POST EFFIGY BURN ||
The Moustache Party @
BEAN BAG BABYLON [R]

Babylon brings the heat with some serious
tunes from local and interntaional heroes..
BYOC, wear your finest moustache, and let
us spoil your ears, eyes, and hearts!

21-22:00 ||
Scruffamudda @
CENTRE CAMP

ALL NIGHT ||
Hammock Land @
PURPLE TURTLE [R]

A mash-up of live drums, percussion,
keyboards, guitar, vocals, children's toys
and anything else that makes noise!
Participation encouraged; get ready to make
some noise!
We have a range of different visuals to
stimulate your mind while your body rests…
or perhaps sky blue and starlight is more
your style.
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SUNDAY 5 OCTOBER
00:01-SUNSET ||
Sunday Sports Challenge
@ PELICAN VILLA

Join us on a journey into all things techno.
Listen as the sounds progress into the
night, throughout the day finishing with the
sunset.

09-10:00 || BBQ Buddies
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Come and enjoy a feast, with both meaty
treats and vegie delights (cooked on
separate BBQs). Make friends, make merry
and enjoy the rejuvenation feast!

DAWN-DUSK ||
Silly Sunday Satire Soiree
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE

Dress as a politician and party down waxing
lyrical with their mouth dribble. Music =
12hrs of Rennie playing spacey disco, lush
prog, breaks and garage.

10-14:00 || Coco Poco
Locomotive @ THE
PADDOCK [R]

Coco Poco Loco brings you beats and
booze around the Paddock. Featuring our
renowned home-grown DJs and our best
homebrewed beer and cider.

ALL DAY || Burgin
Dusting >>> ON THE
ROAD BETWEEN THE
ORPHANAGE AND MCC [R]

A workshop introducing first time Burners
to dust, dusting and even more dust...
everyone.

10-11:00 || Hour of Power
@ BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a smoothie using
pedal power!

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Beerbar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

Our staples of yeast and head. The beer bar
will serve a variety of our very own creations.
Serving at night and at select times during
the day.

10-11:00 || Morning
Meditation @ THE
THRESHOLD [R]

Greet the Red Earth day with a guided
meditation. We’re a small space; room may
be limited. Bring a rug or cushion for your
comfort, if possible.

SELECT DAY TIMES & AT
NIGHT || The Picklebar @
TRASH MANSION [R]

The revered Picklebar returns. Serving
a variety of get-you-going shots and a
delicious variety of cocktails each night, and
at select times during the day.

10:00 || REC Bushwalk and
Ecosystem Chat >>> MEET
AT CENTRE CAMP [R]

Hey nature lovers! Join Jo and Ash as they
guide you on a walk/talk showcasing the
native flora of Matong State Forest.

07-08:00 || Breakfast of
Champions @ RED EARTH
RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.

10:00-NOON || Sunday
Bloody Mary’s @ SUNDAY
BLOODY MARY’S [R]

Burners, step back into a more civilised
time where Bloody Mary’s are served with
a tailor-made compliment to give you the
morning boost you deserve!

08:00-ish || Sparkles’
Storytime >>> MEET AT
KIDS CAMP [R]

Morning stories of the Earth. Introducing the
notion of Duality to our future burners. Child
friendly. Meet at Kids Camp then walk to the
Duality Effigy.

MID-MORNING ||
Mid-morning Musing @
KURMARAJA [R]

Lets talk about what inspires us, or read a
poem, maybe tell a story?

11:00 || Dance Dance Qi
Gong @ KAMP KRAKEN [R]

Good morning! Qi Gong movement exercises
for vitality and body awareness, to music. No
food an hour before to prepare your body.
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SUNDAY 5 OCTOBER
11:00|| How to birth a
Theme Camp @ THE
ORPHANAGE

Want to be a Theme Camp!? This is a serious
introductory session on how to take your
awesome gifting and comfy camp into the
terrasphere.

13-15:00 || Preparing Your
Intention for the Temple
Burn @ THE THRESHOLD

What do you want to let go of in the
cleansing fire? Create it here and set it free.

12-16:00 ||
Beats and Bubbles @
KURMARAJA [R]

Afternoon chill-out sessions in the world
turtle.

10-10:30 || Spelling Bee @
KAMP KRAKEN

Reckon you’re a gun speller? Come shoot
your vocabulary all over Kamp Kraken.
There will be prizes.

13:00 || The Walk Off –
Come and Strut Your Stuff
@ SHIT HOT; BURN AND
TURN

After a week of expressing yourself on our
catwalk, let's see who’s hot to trot. Wear your
most impressive outfit, or pick up something
from the change-room. Everyone will get the
opportunity to be fabulous! At the end there
will be a prize for the best burn and turn.

12-15:00 || Open Mic with
Bonesy the Trash Jester @
TRASH MANSION

An afternoon of group performance and
sing-a-long. Bonesy will get things rolling, so
bring your instruments and voices.

14:00-TEMPLE BURN ||
Caribbean Cruise @ MINT
COUNTRY CLUB

Your ship leaves the pier at 2pm, so pack
your bags full of Mint and set sail on the high
seas for an island hopping dub and drum n
bass escape.

12:00-TEMPLE BURN
|| Rainbow Therapy @
MIDDLE EASTERN MAFIA

Come and let us paint your body and soul!
Expect deepest deep house and mindblowing visuals. Shisha, sweets and smiley
faces are on the menu!

The Burning Witches Association’s first Seed
gathering. The theme is voodoo witches;
enjoy rum punch and high tea at the MCC
Caribbean mystery cruise.

12-13:00 || Yoga @
CAMP PIRAINIA [R]

Join in every midday for epically fun yoga
sessions with Jaci at Camp Pirainia!

14:00-TEMPLE BURN ||
Inaugural Meeting of the
BWA @ VOODOO PEOPLES
REPUBLIC, MINT COUNTRY
CLUB

12-16:00 || Sunday Sermon
@ NARGILE TEMPLE

Hallelujah! Reverend Waste will be leading
a Sunday Mass. Scrape yourself off the
paddock, slop on over and repent your sins
on your knees before the General.

14-16:00 || Town Hall
Meeting @ CENTRE CAMP

An opportunity for all the Crew that gave up
special Paddock time and volunteered to
help Seed to come together! To be at this
party next year? Join the Crew!

15-16:00 ||
Closing Meditation @
THE THRESHOLD

Well it's been real, Seeders. Help us close
our creative and healing exchange space
through a final guided meditation. Bring
cushions or blankets for seating if possible.

15:00-SUNRISE || Sunday
Night @ TRASH MANSION

Wind down after a beautiful day with live acts
including Nick Cassey, Hollie Matthews, Jessy
Wadeson. We will break for Temple burn then
return with electronica until sunrise.

13-15:00 || Get Loopy with
Hula-hoops @KIDS CAMP

Bring down your hula-hoops! Make your
own hoop! Learn basic hooping techniques
and play hooping games.

13:00 || Kids’ Craft @
KIDS CAMP

Use pipe cleaners to make imaginary
creatures.
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SUNDAY 5 OCTOBER
15:30 || Kids Yoga @
KIDS CAMP

Stretch, relax and energise, ready for the
evening with this session designed for kids
of all ages!!

SUNSET-EARLY HOURS
|| Shell Shocked @
KURMARAJA [R]

Blasting music and blinding light at
Kurmaraja.

16:00-LATE || Blissful Beats
and Cocktails @
SUNSET ISLAND [R]

Get shipwrecked at Sunset, where the music as
deep as the ocean, will carry you on an uplifting
voyage through the day and into the night!

19:30 || Kids’ Disco @
KIDS CAMP

Come, dance and show off your moves!
All ages video disco.

16-17:00 || Side Talk:
Designing Intentional
Community through
Collaborative Process @
CAMP PIRAINIA

Bringing awareness to the significant impact
the built environment has on society.
Designing processes to inspire nourishing
and supportive environments that embody
health, happiness & social wellbeing.

16-17:00 ||
Thank Crew Soiree @
CENTRE CAMP

What better way to end a week of fun and/
or possibly hard yakka than to share a beer
with your new mates? Crewing? Come to
Centre Camp to thank and be thanked.

16:30-17:00 ||
Mindfulness Workshop @
KAMP KRAKEN

Practise to bring your full awareness to now.

17-18:00 ||
Hour of Cocktail Power @
BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a cocktail
smoothie using pedal power!

18-19:00 || BBQ Buddies
@ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE [R]

Come and enjoy a feast, with both meaty
treats and vegie delights (cooked on
separate BBQs). Make friends, make merry
and enjoy the rejuvenation feast!

POST TEMPLE BURN ||
Onesie Sunday @ BEAN
BAG BABYLON [R]

Now that we're truly warmed up.. BYO Cup,
dress in your favourite Onesie, gather your
goons and leftover booze and let's onesie
that shit up!
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THE TEMPLE BURNS
20:00 || Art Jam @
EVOLVER LOUNGE

Bring your instrument, canvas, journal, poi,
freestyles, or whatever it is you'd best like
to express your Seed's inspiration with. The
Lounge is the place to create and share.

POST TEMPLE BURN-LATE
|| Deepest Reflection @ CBI

The Temple has burned and with it our
hang-ups. Join us to reflect on what was
and what shall be through the delicious
groove of deepest house.

POST TEMPLE BURN-09:00
|| No Such Camp take over
AWC @ ALIEN WELCOMING
COMMITTEE

The gang from No Such Camp are ready to
wreck sexy techno havoc. They’ll take over
our super stage to delight your earballs till
dawn with house, minimal, techno and prog.

POST TEMPLE BURN
|| Spark Screening @
HAMMOCK LAND

Screening of the Burning Man documentary:
Spark. Come find a hammock and reflect on the
event that became ground zero for a culture.

SUNSET-MORNING ||
Funmaker Silent Disco >>>
You choose [R]

Three channels of all kinds of music. Get
your headphones and dance wherever you
want. Everywhere is a dancefloor! Bring your
art or DJ with us.

ALL NIGHT || Hammock
Land @ PURPLE TURTLE
[R]

We have a range of different visuals to stimulate
your mind while your body rests…or perhaps
sky blue and starlight is more your style.
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MONDAY 6 OCTOBER
ALL DAY || Burgin Dusting
>>> BETWEEN THE
ORPHANAGE AND MCC [R]

A workshop introducing first time Burners
to dust, dusting and even more dust...
everyone.

14-18:00/UNTIL THE BEER
RUNS OUT || Happy Hour @
RED EARTH CITY BREWERY

Come and sample from 12 of our best
handcrafted beers and ciders, brewed
especially for Burning Seed 2014. BYOC.

07-08:00 || Breakfast of
Champions @ RED EARTH
RADIO [R]

Tune into Red Earth Radio (swing past RER
to get the frequency) to hear children's
audio books during breakfast.

15:30 || Kids Yoga @
KIDS CAMP

Stretch, relax and energise, ready for the evening
with this session designed for kids of all ages!!

08-09:00-ish || Morning
Story @ KIDS CAMP [R]

Join Aurora for a short walk to the Duality
Effigy each morning where she will tell
stories and play games.

18:00 FOR A TWILIGHT BURN
Seeds of The New
Consciousness - Kids Burn @
DUALITY FOR CONTEMPLATION

Join us in a communal effort to consciously
send out positive intentions, heal our
natural duality, restoring the balance to
bring greater harmony to our existence.

10-11:00 || Hour of Power
@ BLENDING SEED [R]

Come and make yourself a smoothie using
pedal power!

DUALITY FOR THE NEW CONSCIOUSNESS BURNS

10-14:00 || Purple Turtle
Café @ PURPLE TURTLE –
HAMMOCK LAND [R]

Pour-over drip coffee pick-me-up for after a
big night in the paddock.

SUNSET-MORNING ||
Funmaker Silent Disco >>>
YOU CHOOSE [R]

Three channels of all kinds of music. Get
your headphones and dance wherever you
want. Bring your art or DJ with us.

MID-MORNING || Midmorning Musing @
KURMARAJA [R]

Lets talk about what inspires us, or read a
poem, maybe tell a story?

EVENING || Mad Monday @
MINT COUNTRY CLUB

If you’re not Minted now. Let’s see what’s left
in the tank. Surprise guest DJs, badge draws,
meat raffles. Who knows where we will end.

12-16:00 || Beats and
Bubbles @ KURMARAJA [R]

Afternoon chill-out sessions in the world turtle.

8PM || Open Mic @
EVOLVER LOUNGE

Your time in the limelight! Classic chalkboard
sessions, sing-a-longs and jameroke welcome.

12-13:00 || Pilates @
KAMP KRAKEN [R]

Get warmed up, energised and limber; prepared
for this day of choose-your-own-adventure!

12:00-SUNSET ||
Wub Dub Funk my Bass @
Pelican Villa

Pelican Villa is proudly hosting a range of
producers taking you through their dub and
bass inspired musical soundscapes.

ALL NIGHT || Hammock
Land @ PURPLE TURTLE
[R]

A range of visuals to stimulate your mind while
your body rests…or perhaps sky blue and
starlight is more your style.

12-13:00 || Yoga @ CAMP
PIRAINIA [R]

Join in every midday for epically fun yoga
sessions with Jaci at Camp Pirainia!

13:00 || Full Moon Circle @
A LITTLE BIT OF MAGIC

A call out to the universal energies as we
prepare to release the love that has been
created over the week. Embrace your
Duality & Sexuality. All welcome.
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TUESDAY 7 OCTOBER
No official activities, parties or events today. Boooo! You’re encouraged to
leave Red Earth City by midday, unless you’re sticking around to help return
our home to its former glory. If leaving today, please don’t drive until you
are ready. You're a precious little jewel, and there may be breathalysers on
the way out.
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Leaving the Seed site
Heading home

Please don’t drive until
you are ready. There may
be breathalysers on the way
out. We have added an extra
day to the end of the event
to ensure everyone has
adequate time to recover
after the Effigy burns.

Leave No Trace

Make sure everyone does a
MOOP (Matter Out Of Place)
sweep of your camp before
you leave. Every little bit
of MOOP, including nails,
cable ties, peanut and egg
shells, glitter, cigarette butts,
anything that is not part of
the natural environment,
must be taken away.
Leave no trace really does
mean LEAVE NO TRACE.
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Rubbish & recycling

Don’t dump rubbish in
neighbouring towns,
roadside bins or service stations
on your way out. Remember to
secure your load. We suggest
using heavy-duty bags or
double bagging – heck, if you
put it on top of your vehicle,
triple bag it! You can dispose
of your rubbish in several local
places for $3 (wheelie-bin sized)
or $8 (a trailer load).

• Narrandera:

Cypress Centre Recycling,
1 Dalgetty St, Narrandera.
• Wagga: City Council Waste
Management Site (garbage
and recycling), 132 Ashfords
Rd, Wagga Wagga.

• Coolamon Tip: Located 5

km SSW of Coolamon. Head
South on Wagga Hwy less
than 1 km, turn RIGHT on
Rock-Coolamon Rd. Drive 5
km, tip is on your right. Open
Mon 9am-1pm.

• Ganmain Tip: Located

at the end of Grave St (by
the cemetery) in the far SE
corner of town. Go S down
Gresham St from CoolamanGanmain Rd (also known
as Waterview Rd) until it
hits Grave St, turn left, keep
going and pray for signs.
Open Mon 2-5pm.

Need more Burner
community?
Please check out our website
at www.burningmanaustralia.
com and select ‘Mailing List
& Newsletters’ to stay in
touch, or join our online
Community Forums.

Got feedback or praise?
Yeah baby! Email
info@burningmanaustralia.com

Recycling & rubbish collection fundraiser

The Matong Community Group is holding a recycling
and rubbish collection fundraiser on Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday . The collection point is located on Deepwater
Rd in the Matong township. Hours: Sun and Mon: 9am-dark;
Tues: 9am-4pm. We encourage all burners to support this
collaborative initiative between Burning Seed and the local
community that supports us. Pro-tip: make the 8-minute
drive into Matong to drop off your MOOP before loading up
to open up more space.
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Important stuff
Fire

Fire is the biggest risk to Burning
Seed – and to our crop-growing
neighbours at the peak of their
harvest season. We take fire
very seriously, and ask for your
understanding and cooperation
of all the following guidelines.

• Open fires as per the

conditions of our site permit,
there can be NO SOLID FUEL
FIRES except in registered art fire
pits/events or Theme Camp burn
barrels. Don't have a registered
burn barrel? Don't fire up - it's
that simple. Violators will be
ejected from the event. Yes, we
are that serious.

• If you see any other fires,

please inform a Seed Ranger
or other Volunteer. Personal
fireworks and firearms are
also prohibited.

• Stoves and heaters: Gas-fired
stoves and heaters are allowed, but
must be supervised at all times. Do
not leave them unattended under
any circumstances.
• Gas heaters must be inspected
and tagged for safety at the Gate
before use on site. You must
have a fire extinguisher on hand
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to pass inspection, and have a
means of securing them so they
can't tip over. No flammable
materials (trees, tents, tarps
fabric, etc) should be within a
three-metre radius or twice the
height of any gas-fired appliance
when in use.

• Fire spinning: All fire play

activity is coordinated by the Fire
Enclave out of the Mint Country
Club theme, and can occur only
in the designated play areas. Plan
on spinning? YAY!!! Bring your
safety gear, and pay Mint Country
Club a visit to get the skinny.

• Burn Perimeters The Effigy,
Temple and art piece burns
will have safety perimeters
coordinated by the Red Earth
Rangers. In light of past tragedies
at regional burns, we ask for your
full cooperation in respecting
the Rangers' guidance and not
approaching the fire until clearly
permitted to do so.
• Total fire ban It is unlikely

but possible that there may
be total fire ban days, in which
case we ask that no flame be
lit whatsoever - extending the
utmost care even to cigarettes,
pipes and cigars as well.

The dam

This is strictly off limits. No
bathing, swimming or washing
of any items is permitted.
Children must have an adult with
them whenever they are nearby.

Children

All children under 18yo must be
accompanied by their parent
or legal guardian. It is your
responsibility to ensure the safety
of your child at all times during
Seed. If you encounter a lost
child, alert a Ranger immediately.
Always be respectful of children’s
personal space and their needs.
They are a part of our community.

Pets

We get that you love yours, but
pets are NOT allowed at Seed.

Campervans

There are no electricity hook-ups
or dumping stations. You are not
allowed to dump on the ground.

Leave No Trace

Our community respects the earth.
We are committed to leaving no
physical trace of our activities
wherever we gather. Rule No. 1 of
Leave No Trace – Don’t let it hit the
ground! Burning Seed is also a
do-ocracy. If you see MOOP

(Matter Out Of Place), pick it up.
Smokers, you are responsible for
your butts. Please carry a small
ash receptacle with you.

Emergency
medical services

If you or someone else requires
medical assistance find a Ranger,
or visit our First Aid Team right next
to Centre Camp. Trained medical
volunteers are on duty 24/7 and
emergency evacuation is available.

Media

The number of media crews will
be limited and they are pledged
not to interfere with your
experience. If you feel that
a media person is creating a
nuisance, contact the Rangers.

Security

Security personnel monitor the
gate and boundaries. If you have
any concerns with security, ask
for Ranger assistance.

Our neighbours

There are properties bordering
the forest on all sides of our
village and entry to these is
strictly prohibited. Please
respect our neighbours and
the village boundaries.
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